
TRAIL ASSESSMENT FORM 

 
Doc. #  Trail Name  Skyline Trail West Trail Type:  Wide Condition  Good 

  

Route: Intersection Marker 1066 – 1030 - 1003 - Route 138 

Recent Weather: Drizzly, 50’s, 1” of rain last night 

TRAIL 

LANDMARKS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 For survey purposes, the trailhead is located at Marker 1066 at the 

intersection of the South Skyline trail and Elliot Circle. There is a blue 

blaze opposite the South Skyline Trail granite marker located on a tree 

labeled Skyline to West and a direction arrow. The Skyline Trail uses 

the same treadway as Elliot Circle for .20 miles. 

 Tar road to observatory leaves on right at 168 feet. 

 Tar road to observatory leaves on right at .16 miles. 

 Skyline Trail West to Little Blue Hill leaves Elliot Circle on the left at 

Marker 1030 at .20 miles at Granite marker labeled Skyline Trail. 

 Wonderful rock overlook at .22 miles. 

 Trail enters and area of minor erosion at .30 miles. 

 Stone stairs at .40 - .44 miles. 

 Stone waterbar, R to L, at .40 miles into side ditch then another stone 

waterbar at .41 miles collects water from side ditch and moves L to R 

across trail. Needs cleaning. 

 Accord Path Marker 1003 crosses at .46 miles. 

 Nice stone steps at .48 miles as treadway leaves a run off section and 

drainage area filled with large boulders to the left of the treadway. 

 Stone waterbar at .48 miles. L to R. Needs cleaning. 

 Stone waterbar at .49 miles. R to L. Needs cleaning. 

 Stone waterbar at .50 miles. R to L. Needs cleaning. Ditch leads into a 

very large culvert running under Route 138. 

 Trail crosses Route 138 at .52 miles at a granite marker labeled Skyline 

Trail. Sign on tree at this location labeled Skyline to Great Blue Hill. 

 

MINOR&MAJOR 

PROBLEM 

AREAS 

None 

DISTANCES TO 

MAJOR 

INTERSECTIONS 

 Trailhead at 1066 to Skyline Trail Marker 1030 leaves Elliot Circle - .20 

miles. 

 Trailhead at 1066 to Accord Path Marker 1003 - .45 miles. 

 Trailhead at 1066 to Route 138 - .52 miles. 

  

Report prepared by: Bob Flagg Assessment date: 2/4/16 

 

 


